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What is public economics?

Public economics study the role of the government in the economy. Two
types of analysis; positive and normative.

Positive analysis
P1: What does the government do? Description

P2: How does government policy change economic outcomes? Impact - causality

Normative analysis
N1: Optimal policy (if goal Z then the government ought to choose policy Q)

N2: Optimal government (the government ought to strive for goal Y)

N1 relies on P2: good policies requires a knowledge of how individuals
respond to public policy. We need credible estimates of the relevant policy
elasticities.

Optimal policy = f (swf , br) swf =social welfare function and br = behavioral
response



What is public economics?

Academic Perspective: Public policy is often the endpoint for other fields of
economics:

Questions often develop based on policy motivations or policy implications

I
Macro focuses on institutions that lead to growth, policies that mitigate
business cycle fluctuations

I
Labor focuses on minimum wage, unemployment

I
Development, corporate finance, other fields

Natural to combine PE with another field

I draw new insights about policy from your work on theory/evidence in
another area.

I understanding PE can help sharpen your research focus and keep you
working on relevant issues.



What is public economics?

Important themes/skill sets in public economics:

1. Traditionally quite theoretical;
I now much more a combination of theory and evidence

2. Theory tend to be relatively neoclassical,
I but growing interest in implications of behavioral economics; Public policy

when individuals fail to optimize (limited attention, limited will power etc)

3. Two styles of empirical work: Structural and reduced-form



What governments do

The government affects (intervene; market first principle) the economy in
three different ways:

1. By changing prices: taxes, subsidies ...

2. By direct regulation: competition laws, labour regulation, safety
regulation

3. By using labour and capital to produce public and private goods. (In
Norway 33% of the work force is employed by the public sector, in the
US around 15%)



The scale and scope of the public sector

I Expenditures
I Revenues
I Employment



Expenditures
Public expenditures have grown over time



Expenditures
Public expenditures has grown over time



Expenditures
But has stabilized over the last 20 years



Expenditures
Norway: Public expenditures as share of GDP not particularly high in Norway (oil-doped denominator)



The composition of government expenditures
Economic support to individuals with low (no) income is by far the largest expenditure



Employment in the public sector
Nordic countries have a relatively large fraction of the work force in public sector



Government revenues as fraction of GDP (2012)
High public revenues in Norway



Government expenditures as fraction of GDP (2012)



Deficit surplus
Norway stands out with a high surplus



Tax revenues by types of taxes Norway 2014



Tax revenues in rich and poor countries
Poor countries rely more on consumption taxes than on income taxes



Tax revenues in the US



Why has the public sector grown so much?

I Different theories (explanations)
I development (more demand for public goods, infrastructure, police ... as

the economy grows)
I Wagner’s law (as above + many of the services provided by the public

sector have a high income elasticity)
I Baumol’s law (low productivity growth in the services and constant relative

wages implies higher costs in the public sector)
I political model (median voter earns less than mean he/she will vote for

redistributive taxes (Seltzer 1981) (Political economy)



What is the role of the government in a market economy?

I Economic activities - production, investment and consumption - are
undertaken in markets. Market decisions are based on prices that
balance supply and demand. Governments use public policy (rules,
regulation, taxation) to:

1. Correct market failures
2. Redistribute income



Market failures

I Market fails when

1. markets are missing (externalities, public goods)
2. sellers or buyers have private information about the quality of the good that

is traded (Social insurance)
3. imperfect competition



Government policies to enhance efficiency

I Standard efficiency arguments
I Protect wealth and contracts (police, law and order,..)
I Produce public goods
I Provide social insurance
I Fix externalities (correct prices with taxes, quantity restrictions)
I Price regulation in monopolies

I Behavioral economics:
I Individual behavioral failure (Nudge)

I Redistribute income and wealth



Quasi experimental methods in Public Economics

I Descriptive work is interesting and important, but we aim for a higher level of
understanding.

I We want to understand how public policies affect the economy and we want to
understand why a policy had a certain effect on the economy.

I How: How do disability benefits affect labour participation decisions? What is
the effect of a higher teacher density on student outcomes? How does a wealth
tax affect savings, or risk taking? These are causal questions; they ask how
some treatment T affects an outcome O. To identify the effect of T we must
compare the actual outcome with the potential outcome that would have
prevailed had there been no T .

I Why: Ultimately we want to understand the underlying mechanisms that created
a certain policy effect. This helps us assess the external validity of a policy
effect. Theoretical models provide insights here. A branch of empirical research
in PE is even more ambitious, it does not only use theory to “detect” interesting
policy changes, and to interpret their effects. The branch of structural empirical
research fixes a particular choice model and use policy changes to estimate the
key parameters in that model.



Plan for the course

The objective of this course is:

1. How can public econ policies be evaluated?

2. Discuss some key empirical methods.

3. Read and evaluate recent empirical papers evaluating important
theoretical mechanisms in public economics.

Our hope is that we can learn and explore the papers together.



Plan for the course

Teachers: Gaute Torsvik (GT) and Thor-Olav Thoresen (TOT)

Date Topic Teacher

1 Aug 24 Introduction and empirical methods GT
2 Aug 31 Empirical methods GT
3 Sep 7 Tax incidence GT
4 Sep 14 Elasticity of taxable income GT
5 Sep 21 Inattentiveness, salience and public policy GT
6 Sep 28 Labor supply and discrete choice TOT

No teaching
7 Oct 12 Taxation of Wealth and Wealth Transfers TOT



Plan for the course

Teachers: Gaute Torsvik (GT) and Thor-Olav Thoresen (TOT)

Date Topic Teacher

8 Oct 21 Taxes and transfers to the poor GT
9 Oct 12 Non-work insurance: Certification of sickness

absence
GT

10 Oct 19 Non-work insurance: Disability benefits GT
11 Oct 26 Peer effects I: neighborhood effects on

outcome
GT

12 Nov 2 Peer effects II: program takeup GT
13 Nov 9 Summary & Repetition GT



Evaluation

The course will have three evaluation points.

1. Seminars

I students present papers

2. Mid-term assignment

I announced on Fri Sep 25, with deadline October 9
I evaluate one of the papers discussed in the seminars or lectures.

3. Written exam, 3 hours

3.1 First, critically discuss one of the papers we have covered
I question, empirical methods, findings, and contribution to the literature.

3.2 Second, sketch a research strategy to addresses a stated empirical
problem

I including empirical method and data requirements
I how the choice of strategy may imply a (re)focusing of the empirical question



Seminar plan

There will be six seminars.

I Students will present recent papers in selected topics that we have
covered in the lectures.

I A list of topics for each session is below
I A tentative list of papers is on the webpage (subject to change closer to

the seminar date).

Presenters should prepare slides (say 15–20) that

I
summarize the paper

I consider the four questions below

I
evaluates the paper

I are there weak points in the analysis?
I do they answer the research question?
I take home? policy implications?



Seminar plan

Date Topic Teacher

1 Sep 11 Tax incidence GT
2 Sep 18 Income Taxation GT
3 Sep 25 Labor supply TOT
4 Oct 9 The rich and the poor GT
5 Oct 23 Saving and pensions GT
6 Nov 6 Disability Income GT



Reading papers

Reading papers is a skill that needs to be learned and exercised. Try to:

1. Read quickly first

1.1 what are the main points (question, results, implications)?

2. Read again slowly

3. Summarize, write some points

3.1 on the question
3.2 on the method
3.3 on the findings
3.4 on weak or unclear points



Questions to think about when reading empirical papers

When you are reading an empirical paper, think about

1. What question does it ask?

2. What data is used? What are the key variables?

3. What empirical model is used? What is the key parameter to be
identified? What is the variation in the treatment? Do you believe this
variation?

4. What are the results and their interpretation? Is there an alternative
interpretation? How does the paper contribute to the literature?



For next week

Empirical approaches in public economics.
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